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NuWave Dome Special Warranty - “First Dome” Claim Form 

Complete this form, including by completing and signing the declaration below, to make a claim 
for a “First Dome” under the NuWave Dome Special Warranty.  Special Warranty terms and claim 
form submission instructions are available at www.convectionovenwarranty.com.  

Please note: to make a claim for a First Dome, submission of photographic proof of product failure 
is optional and is not required, but may assist in processing approval of your Special Warranty 
claim.  

CLAIMANT’S INFORMATION 

Name*:              

Address*:               

              

              

Email*:               

Phone*:               

Items marked * are required to process a First Dome claim. 

FIRST DOME DECLARATION (REQUIRED) 

I,          [LEGAL NAME], declare under 
penalty of perjury as follows: 

1. I am over the age of eighteen and make this Declaration based on personal knowledge in 
support of my claim for a First Dome under NuWave’s Special Warranty. 

 
2. On        [SPECIFY DATE BETWEEN MAY 1, 2013 and 

DECEMBER 31, 2021], I purchased the following NuWave product [SELECT ONE]: 

Ovens (Column A) 

 NuWave Oven Pro 

 NuWave Oven Pro Plus 

 NuWave Oven Elite 

Domes (Column B) 

 NuWave Standard Dome (individual dome) 

 NuWave Power Dome (individual dome)

 
3. If, in Paragraph 2, I selected a product from Column A (i.e. an Oven), the term “Original 

Dome” as used in this Declaration refers to the original plastic Dome that came with my 
Oven.  If, in Paragraph 2, I selected a product from Column B, the term “Original Dome” as 
used in this Declaration refers to the selected individual Dome. 
 

4. I purchased my Original Dome from         
[SPECIFY “NUWAVE” IF PURCHASED DIRECTLY FROM NUWAVE; OTHERWISE, IDENTIFY AUTHORIZED RETAILER]. 

 

[DECLARATION CONTINUES ON PAGE 2] 
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[DECLARATION CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1] 

 
5. I purchased my Original Dome for personal, family or household purposes, and not for 

resale. 
 

6. My Original Dome has [SELECT ONE]: 
 

 Melted or warped in a way that renders my Original Dome unusable for its intended 
purpose; OR 

 Suffered a crack or breakage that penetrates through the entire depth of my Original 
Dome’s plastic. 

 
7. I   HAVE /  HAVE NOT   [CIRCLE ONE]  attached photographs of my Original Dome to this 

Declaration.  If I have attached photographs, I certify that they are true and correct 
images of my Original Dome. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 
foregoing is true and correct.   

Executed this _____ day of _____________, ______ in ______________________________. 
 [DAY]  [MONTH]  [YEAR]  [CITY, STATE, COUNTRY IF NOT USA] 

    

           
   [SIGNATURE] 


